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1. Introduction 
Consider a measurable space X = (X, ~) and further a collection F+ of 
real-valued (Borel) measurable functions on X. Let Jt+ denote the collection 
of all probability measures fl on X with the property that the integral 
flU) = f f dfl 
exists for each f E F+, In such a way that 
(1.1 ) flU);;;, 0 for each f E F+. 
There arises immediately the question whether or not Jt+ is non-empty. 
Sufficient conditions for Jt+ to be non-empty are presented in Theorem 4.1; 
certain special cases are known, [2] p. 146, [13] p. 68, [24] p. 87 and [46]. 
Among other things, we require here that X is a locally compact spaoe 
and that each function in F+ is bounded below by an upper semi-
continuous function in F+. 
Assuming that Jt+ is non-empty, we shall be interested in establishing 
sharp inequalities of the form 
( 1.2) fl(go) <; M for each fl E Jt+. 
Here, go denotes a given real-valued and measurable function on X such 
that the integral fl(go) exists and is finite for each fl E Jt+. The upperbound 
(1.2) is said to be sharp if for each constant M1 <M there exists a fl E Jt+ 
with fl(go) > M 1. We shall only pay slight attention to the question whether 
or not the equality sign in (1.2) is assumed. 
One may assume that 0 E F+ and that F+ is a convex cone, in the sense 
that F+ is invariant under addition and also under multiplication by a 
positive constant. Put 
(1.3) q(go)=inf {(3: go<;(3-f for some f E F+}, 
where (3 ranges through the constant functions. Since fl(I)= 1, we have 
the obvious upper bound 
(1.4) fl(go) <;q(go) for each fl E Jt+. 
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The computation of q(go) from (1.3) is often not entirely easy, because 
it may be difficult to decide, given the real constant (3, whether or not 
there exists an t E F+ satisfying t<(3-go. A procedure rather common 
in the statistical literature, for trying to compute q(go) and to prove that 
(1.4) is sharp, may be described as follows. 
(i) Select a small subset F1 + of F+ in a more or less heuristic fashion 
and compute the quantity 
q1(go)=inf {(3: go<(3-t for some t E F1+}. 
Clearly, q(go) < q1(gO) and 
(1.5) 
(ii) Try to prove that (1.5) is sharp by trying to construct, given e> 0, 
a probability measure /1 on X satisfying (1.1) and /1(go) > q1(gO) - e, (or 
even /1(go) = q1(gO)). 
~ If the last step is successful we are ready, that is, q(gO)=q1(gO) and (1.4) 
is sharp. If not, in other words, if for some number e> ° the construction 
in step (ii) turns out to be impossible then (1.5) is definitely not sharp 
though (1.4) could still be sharp. 
Actually, if it were known whether or not (1.4) is sharp then step (ii) 
could be entirely avoided. Namely, if (1.4) is not sharp then neither is (1.5) 
and step (ii) is bound to be unsuccessful. On the other hand, if (1.4) is 
known to be sharp then it suffices to compute q(go) directly from (1.3). 
Often (1.4) is not sharp at all. However, by Theorem 4.2, if the conditions 
of Theorem 4.1 hold and further go is upper semi-continuous (and satisfies 
a certain mild side condition) then (1.4) is sharp and, moreover, the upper-
bound (1.4) is assumed by some /1 E Jt+. If go is merely measurable then 
one has still the explicit formula (4.12) for the quantity 
(1.6) /1max(go) = sup {/1(go): /1 EJt+} 
in terms of the quantity q(.). Note that (1.6) is equal to the best possible 
upperbound in (1.2). 
As is shown in section 5, as soon as one is able to compute /1max(go), 
for rather general functions go, one can handle many other problems of 
interest. For instance, let gl, ... , gn be given real-valued measurable 
functions on X and let aI, ... , an be given real numbers. Then the con-
ditional maximum 
/1max(gola*) = sup {/1(go) : /1 E Jt+, /1(gl) = aI, ... , /1(gn) = an} 
admits the explicit expression (5.9) in terms of the quantity /1max(·) 
provided all points a' = (aI', ... , an') near the given point a can be realized 
by a /1 E Jt+. In the special case where all functions in F+ are nonnegative 
this result is due to Richter [38]. Note that in the latter case 
/1max(go) = sup {go(x) : x EX}, 
assuming that all the one-point sets {x} in X are measurable. 
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tn the sections 6 and 7, the above results are illustrated by certain 
special cases of the following problem. Let Xl, ... , X k be real random 
variables with some of the first moments E(Xd = aiD and some of the second 
moments E(XiXj) = aij prescribed. One is interested in the best possible 
upper bound in 
Here, go denotes a given real-valued Borel measurable function on Rk. 
Note that go is upper semi-continuous if it is equal to the characteristic 
function of a closed set. For the case where go corresponds to the complement 
of an open cube, this problem was first studied in detail by OLKIN and 
PRATT [36] and WHITTLE [51]. 
In section 8, we take X as a compact space and Jt+ as the collection 
of all regular probability measures on X which are invariant under a 
given continuous mapping T of X into itself. Here, p,max(go) = q(go) as 
soon as go is a bounded upper semi-continuous function on X. Particular 
attention is given to continuous functions go such that p,(go) has the same 
value for all p, E Jt+. It is also shown how q(go) may be computed when 
X is a product space and T the shift transformation in X. 
In the bibliography I have included some of the recent papers which 
are close in spirit to the present work. Excellent accounts of the older 
literature are given in [2], [21], [24], [46] and further in [14], [45] 
and [50]. 
2. Stating the problem; special cases 
In the sequel, X denotes a fixed set made into a measurable space by 
a given a-field ff of subsets of X. We shall assume that all the one-point 
sets {x} are in ff. In the following manner, we single out a special collection 
Jt+ of probability measures on ff, (that is, nonnegative a-additive 
measures of total mass 1). 
Let F be a given real linear vector space of real-valued ff-measurable 
(not necessarily bounded) functions on X. Thus, each 1 E F represents a 
real-valued (Borel) measurable function I(x) on X, while 
(/+g)(x)=/(x)+g(x) ; (af)(x)=al(x). 
Next, let F+ be a given non-empty convex cone in F; that is, 0 E F+ 
while I, g E F+ imply 1 + g E F+ and al E F+ for each scalar a> O. 
Finally, let Jt+ denote the (possibly empty) collection of all probability 
measures p, on ff, such that 
(2.1) p,(/) = S 1 dp, exists for each 1 E F, 
while 
(2.2) p,(/»O for each 1 E F+. 
If X is a topological Hausdorff space and ff the a-field of all Borel subsets 
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of X we will usually restrict f-l to the regular measures on X. Note that 
the integrability condition (2.1) means that 
Sill df-l<oo for each IE F, 
the integral extending over all of X. 
The collection Jt+ would not change if one enlarges F+ to any convex 
cone contained in the cone 
{fEF:f-l(/»O for all f-lEJt+}. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we may (and will) assume that 
(2.3) IE F+ whenever IE F, I> o. 
Here, and in the sequel, 1>0 denotes the property that l(x»O for all 
x EX. 
By 10 we denote the special function such that lo(x) = 1 for all x EX. 
We may and will assume that the constant functions IX-/O are in F. 
Note that, by (2.3), 10 E F+ while f-l(/o) = 1 and f-l( - 10) = -1 for all f-l E Jt+. 
Thus, a necessary condition for Jt+ to be non-empty is that -/01: F+. 
Before developing the theory, in the sections 3-5, let us first describe 
some of the applications we have in mind. 
1. Consider first the so-called standard case (one for each choice of 
X and F), where F+ is taken as the standard cone 
FO+={fEF:/>O}. 
Here, Jt+ is precisely the collection Jto+ of all probability measures f-l 
on X satisfying (2.1). 
2. As another example, let f-l0 be a given a-finite nonnegative measure 
on X, and take F+ as the convex cone generated by Fo+ together with 
all the finite functions 
/'=f-lo(lfI)·lo-I,/EF,f-lo(I/I)<oo. 
Provided that F is sufficiently large (say, when it contains all the bounded 
measurable functions on X), we have from the Radon Nikodym theorem 
that a probability measure f-l satisfying (2.1) is in the resulting set Jt+ 
if and only if it is of the special form 
f-l(A) = S <p(x) df-lO with 0 <: <p(x) <: 1. 
A 
Related problems have been studied by many authors, see [2], [24], 
[27], [46]. 
3. As a more general problem, let X and F be given, let {hi, i E I} 
be a given subset of F and let {'I7i, i E I} be a given real-valued function 
on the index set I. Suppose that we are interested in the collection of 
probability measures f-l on X satisfying both (2.1) and 
S hi(x) df-l<:'I7i for each i E I. 
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Clearly, this collection coincides with a collection Jt+ in the above 
sense, namely, by taking there F+ as the convex cone generated by Fo+ 
together with all the functions 
hi' ='fji· to-hi, i E I. 
3a. As a special case, take X as a finite space 
X={I, 2, ... , n} 
and let F consist of all real functions on X. Let 1= {I, ... , m} be finite 
and put hi(j)=hij, (i=l, ... ,m;j=l, ... ,n). Then Jt+ may be regarded 
as the collection of all n-tuples (a!, ... , an) of real numbers such that 
(2.4) 
and 
(2.5) 
n 
a1:> 0, ... , an:> 0, .2 aj = 1, 
i~l 
n 
.2 hijM<''fji 
i~l 
for i = 1, ... , m. 
Further, F+ consists of all n-tuples (Zl, ... , zn) such that 
m 
Zj:> .2 ~i('fji-hij) for j = 1, ... , n, 
i~l 
for at least one choice of the multipliers ~1:> 0, ... , ~m:> o. 
3b. Next, let X denote the reals with .fF as the a-field of all Borel 
subsets of X. Let F and F+ be given such that F contains all the bounded 
Borel measurable functions. Now suppose that we want to impose on 
the f-l E Jt+ the additional restriction that its distribution function G(~) = 
= f-l{x: x <, n is convex in a preassigned interval a < ~ < b. In other words, 
we require that, for a < ~ < ~ + 2h < b, 
Llh2G(~) =G(~ + 2h) - 2G(~ +h) +G(~):> 0; 
since G is bounded this implies that G is continuous in (a, b). 
A simple way of imposing such a restriction is to add to F+ all functions 
of the form 
t(x)= -1 if ~<x<,~+h, 
= + 1 if ~ + h < x <, ~ + 2h, 
= 0, otherwise; 
here, a<~<b, 0<2h<b-~. Also note that G is convex for x<O and 
concave for x> 0 precisely when the mass distribution corresponding to 
G is unimodular with mode o. A similar procedure enables us to handle 
the assumption that, say, ILlh3G(~)1 <,3h3 in some specified interval; and 
so on. 
3c. Following BIRNBAUM and MARSHALL [6], let us consider an n-
tuple (Xl, ... , Xn) of real-valued random variables (n:> 2), possessing a 
finite r-th moment (r~ 1), and such that 
E(XkIX1, ... , Xk-I):>Xk- 1 for k=2, ... , n. 
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Within the above set-up, this situation would be treated as follows. Let 
X = Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and let F consist of all 
real-valued Borel measurable functions on Rn which are bounded by a 
multiple of (1 + Ixl}r. Finally, take F+ as the convex cone in F which 
is generated by Fo+ together with all IE F of the form 
I(x) = I(XI, ... , xn) = (Xk - Xk-l) g(XI' ... , Xk-l); 
here, 2 <:; k <:; nand g depend on I. If desired, one may restrict g to the 
functions on Rk-l which are continuous and of compact support. 
Sometimes one wants to impose the additional requirement that the 
Xi have the same (marginal) distribution. A simple way would be to add 
to F+ all functions of the form 
where 1 <:; i < i <:; n while h is any function on the reals which is continuous 
and of compact support. 
4. Let A be a semigroup, and let {T;., A E A} be a corresponding semi-
group of measurable transformations of X into itself, Ty.;.x=Ty (T;.x). 
Assume further that T;.I E F whenever IE F, where (T;.f)(x) = I(T;.x). 
Now suppose that we are interested in the probability measures f-l on 
X, satisfying (2.1), which are invariant under the above set of transfor-
mations in the sense that 
for all I E F, A E A. 
This collection of measures is realized as a collection J(+ of the above 
type by taking F+ as the convex cone generated by Fo+ and further 
all I E F of the form 
I=h-T;.h, (h E F, A E A). 
In section 8, this procedure will be applied to the special case that X 
is a compact space together with a semigroup {T, T2, T3, ... }, where T 
is a given continuous transformation of X into itself. 
Returning to the general case, we shall be interested in the quantities l f-lmin(f) = inf f-l(f), p,EvI/+ 
f-lmax(f) = sup f-l(f). 
p,EvI/+ 
(2.6) 
Here, I denotes an arbitrary measurable function on X. If J(+ is empty 
we put f-lmin(f) = + <Xl and f-lmax(f) = - <Xl. Further, we put f-lmax(f) = + <Xl 
ifthere exists a f-l E J(+ with f-l(max (0, f)) = + <Xl, (similarly, f-lmin(f) = - <Xl). 
Let I be fixed, IE F. By condition (2.1) we have that f-l(f) is finite for 
each f-l E J(+. Moreover, either 
- <Xl <:;f-lmin(f) <f-lmax(f) <:; + <Xl or - <Xl <f-lmin(f) = f-lmax(f) < <Xl, 
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(provided that J(+ is non-empty). In the first case, since J(+ is convex 
in an obvious sense we have, for each number (J in the interval 
flmin(f) < (J < flmax(f), 
that there exists a measure fl E J(+ with fl(f) = (J. We shall not pay much 
attention to the question whether or not fl(f) (fl E J(+) can take any of 
the values flmln(f) or flmax(f). Rather we shall consider the question how 
to compute the latter values. 
Closely related quantities are 
(2.7) p(f) = sup {tX: l>tX+I+ for some f+ E F+} 
and 
(2.8) q(f) = inf {(3 : 1 < (3 - 1+ for some 1+ E F+}. 
Here, 1 can be any real-valued function on X, while tX and (3 range through 
the constant functions. If no function in 1 - F+ is bounded below we 
put p(f) = - 00, similarly, q(f) = + 00 if no function in 1 + F+ is bounded 
above. In any case, p(f) < q(f) as soon as - 10 1= F+, (hence, as soon as 
J(+ is non-empty). 
Lemma 1.1. Let 1 be any (bounded or unbounded) Borel measurable 
function on X. Then 
(2.9) inf f(x) <p(f) <flmin(f), 
:veX 
and 
(2.10) flmax(f)<q(f)< sup f(x). 
",eX 
Moreover, if F+ is the standard cone Fo+ then all the equality signs hold 
in (2.9) and (2.10). 
Proof. In view of 
(2.11) flmin(f) = - flmax( - f) , p(f) = - q( - f), 
it suffices to verify (2.10). If (3= sup f(x) is finite then (taking 1+=0 in 
(2.8)) we have q(f)<(3. If (3 is a finite constant and 1<(3-1+ with 1+ E F+ 
then -oo<fl(f)<(3 for each fl EJ(+; therefore, flmax(f) <q(f). 
Finally, suppose that F = Fo+. Then J(+ is definitely not empty, for, 
it contains all the spotting measures flx(x E X). Here, 
(2.12) ~ flx(A) = 1 if x E A, t =0 if x 1= A, 
for any set A ex. Note that flx(f)=/(x). 
Taking x E X such that I(x) is close to its largest value, we have from 
(2.6) that the extreme members of (2.10) are in fact equal, similarly, for (2.9). 
In the present paper we shall among other things derive sufficient 
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conditions on F, F+ and 1 in order that 
(2.13) !1max(f) = q(f), 
see for instance the Theorems 4.2 and 5.3. 
As an illustration, suppose that X, F and F+ are as in Example 3a. 
It turns out that in this case (2.13) is equivalent to a known theorem 
in linear programming. Namely, let 1 EO F be arbitrary but fixed and put 
I(j) =Cj, j = I, ... , n. Then 
!1max(f) = sup (Cl~l + ... +cn~n), 
where (~1, ... , ~n) ranges through the n-tuples of real numbers satisfying 
(2.4) and (2.5). Further, by (2.8), we have q(f) = inf f3, where f3 ranges over 
the real constants with f3 - 1 EO F+, that is, the numbers f3 such that 
m 
f3-Cj> L ~iCfji-hij), j=I, ... , n, 
i-I 
for at least one choice of the numbers ~1>0, ... , ~m>O. Putting 
m 
f3 - L ~i'fji = IXo, 
i-l 
we obtain that 
q(f) = inf (IXO +'fjl~l + ... +'fjm~m), 
where (IXo, ~1, ••• , ~m) ranges over the (m+ I)-tuples of real numbers 
satisfying 
m 
~i>O (i= 1, ... , m) IXo·l+ L ~ihij>Cj (j=I, ... ,n). 
i-I 
Clearly, such numbers always exist, in other words, -=,,;;,q(f)<=, (as 
would also follow from (2.10)). 
Using a theorem in linear programming, [15] pp. 59-61, we conclude 
that in the present case (2.13) is always true. In particular, both sides of 
(2.13) are finite (and equal) if and only if there exists at least one n-tuple 
(~1, ... , ~n) satisfying (2.4) and (2.5), equivalently, if and only if Jt+ is 
non-empty. 
3. Nonnegative linear lunctionals 
In the present section F denotes a real linear vector space and F+ 
a given non-empty convex cone in F. We shall assume that there exists 
an element 10 EO F (to be kept fixed) satisfying 
(3.1) 10 EO F+ and -/0 ~ F+. 
Condition A. We shall say that F+ satisfies Condition A if to each 
1 EO F+ there corresponds at least one real number f3 such that f310 - 1 EO F+. 
Thus, each 1 EO F+ and, hence, each element 1 in the linear manifold 
L=F+-F+ is bounded above (and below) by a multiple of 10 in the sense 
of the partial ordering induced by F+, 
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Equivalently, 10 is a core point of F+ relative to L in the sense that, 
for each I E L, one has (1- y)/o + yl E F+ as soon as y> 0 is a sufficiently 
small real number. 
By JV+ we shall denote the (possibly empty) set of all the real linear 
functionals v on F such that 
(3.2) v(fo) = 1, while v(f) > 0 for each I E F+. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume (3.1) and further Condition A. Then the 
collection JV+ is non-empty. 
Remar k. The condition 10 E F+ is no real restriction while the 
condition - 101= F+ is clearly necessary. As can be seen from the following 
classical counterexample, [9] p. 53, Condition A cannot be entirely 
omitted. 
Namely, let F consist of all real sequences 1= {j(0), 1(1), ... } such that 
I(j) =1= 0 for only finitely many j. Let I E F+ precisely when the last non-
zero I(j) (if any) is positive. Here, F = F+ u ( - F+). Whatever the choice 
of 10 E F+, to =1= 0, condition (3.1) always holds, Condition A never holds 
while JV+ is easily seen to be empty. 
Theorem 3.1 is essentially known, see for instance [35] p. 8. Since it 
plays a central role in what follows, we include its simple proof. 
Proof. For IE F, let 
q(f)=inf {f3: f310 E I+F+}. 
By Condition A, we have - 00 <, q{f) < 00 for all I E L. By (3.1), 
(3.3) q(O(lo)=O( for all real 0(, 
in particular, q(O) = O. It is easily seen that 
(3.4) q{f + f') <, q{f) + q(f') , q(O(I) = O(q{f), 
as long as I, f' ELand 0( > O. In particular, q{f) > - q( - I) > - 00, hence, 
q{f) is finite whenever I E L. 
It follows from (3.3), (3.4) and the Hahn-Banach theorem, [12] p. 62, 
that there exists a linear functional v on L satisfying 
v{fo) = 1; v(f) <, q{f) for all I E L. 
This functional in turn can be extended to a linear functional on all of F; 
(select first a basis for L and then extend it to a basis for F). In order 
to verify (3.2), let f E F+. Then 
- v{f) = v( - I) <, q( - f) <, v( 0) = 0 ; 
here, we used 0 E ( - I) + F+ and the definition of q( - I). It follows that 
v E JV+, hence, JV+ is non-empty. 
In the following Theorem, {Ii, i E Do} denotes an arbitrary subset of F 
containing the special element 10; that is, we assume 0 E Do. Let L = F+ - F+ 
and let Lo denote the linear manifold in F spanned by the Ii (i E Do). 
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Next, let {hj, j E 1} be an arbitrary subset of the linear manifold L + Lo. 
Finally, let {gi, i E Do} and {1')j, j E 1} be arbitrary real-valued functions 
on the index sets Do and I, respectively, except that !!o= 1. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that Condition A holds. Then for the existence 
of a functional Y E %+ satisfying both 
and 
y(fi)=!!i for all iEDo, 
Y(hj)<1')j for all jEl, 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(3.5) I (Xili+ I ~jhj E F+, and ~j:> 0 (j E I) 
ieDo ieI 
together imply 
(3.6) I (Xi!!i + I ~j1')j:> o. 
iEDo i e1 
Here, the (Xi and ~j denote arbitrary real numbers all but finitely many 
equal to O. 
Proof. The necessity of the stated condition is obvious. In proving 
the sufficiency, we simply apply Theorem 3.1 with the cone F+ replaced 
by the convex cone F * + generated by F+, the elements ± (!!do - It), 
i E Do, and further the elements (1')jlo-hj), j E I. One easily verifies that 
this new cone also satisfies condition A. We must further show that 
- 10 ¢ F* +. In other words, the relation 
Alo E I (Xi(!!ilo-/i) + I~j(1')jlo-hj)+F+, 
i *0 
where ~j:> 0, j E I, (all but finitely many (Xi and ~j equal to 0), must 
imply that J.:> O. Introducing 
J.- I (Xi!!i- I ~j1')j=(XO=(XO!!O, 
H,O 
this becomes precisely the condition that (3.5) implies (3.6); this proves 
Theorem 3.2. 
For each IE F, put 
(3.7) 
( y . (f) - inf y(f), 
?
' mm - v E.A'+ 
Ymax(f) = sup y(f), 
vE.A'+ 
which is analogous to (2.6). Let further p(f) and q(f) be defined by 
(3.8) ~ p(f)=sup {(X: (Xlo E I-F+}, ? q(f) = inf {p: Plo E 1+ F+} 
which is analogous to (2.7) and (2.8). 
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Theorem 3.3. Assume (3.1) and Condition A. Then, for each I E F, 
(3.9) Vmin(f) = p(f) , vrnax(f) = q(f). 
Moreover, if IE F and y real are given such that 
(3.10) 
then there always exists a functional 
(3.11) v E,AI+ with v(f)=y. 
R.emark. If I rfcL=F+-F+ then p(f)= -00 and q(f)= +00; if I EL 
then -00 <p(f)<q(f)< +00, see (3.4). 
Proof. If IXfo E f- F+ then IX <v(f) for each v E ,AI+, hence, IX<Vrnin(f), 
thus, 
p(f) < Vrnin(f); similarly, vrnax(f) < q(f). 
It remains to prove (3.11), given (3.10), (for, afterwards one obtains (3.9)). 
To do this we simply apply Theorem 3.2 with {hj, j E I} empty and 
{Ii, i E Do} as the pair {to, f} in F; further eo = 1 and el = y. Thus, a functional 
v satisfying (3.11) exists if (and only if) 
1X0/0 + 1X11 E F+ implies IXO+ 1X1Y;;' 0. 
By (3.1), this is true when 1X1 = 0. As to the case IXI> 0, one may as well 
take 1X1=1; if 1X0/0+1 E F+ then, by (3.8), p(f);;. -1X0, thus, 1X0+Y;;'1X0+ 
+p(f);;.O. 
As to the case IXI < 0, one may as well take 1X1 = - 1; if 1X0/0 -- I E F+ 
then, by (3.8), q(f)<lXo, thus, 1X0-y;;'1X0-q(f);;.0. 
4. The locally compact case 
Let X, $", F, F+ and Jt+ be as in section 2; in particular, we assume 
(2.3). Let further 10 E F be such that lo(x) = 1 for all x EX. Finally, let 
,AI+ denote the collection of all linear functionals on F satisfying (3.2). 
If f-l E Jt+ then (2.1) defines a linear functional on F belonging to ,AI+. 
Hence, if Jt+ is non-empty then so is ,AI+. 
On the other hand, provided the convex cone F+ in F satisfies (3.1) 
and Condition A, we have from Theorem 3.1 that ,AI+ is automatically 
non-empty. In such a situation, one would be interested in further con-
ditions so that also Jt+ be non-empty. 
More specifically, in the present section we consider the following 
situation. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Take $" as the 
a-field of all Borel subsets of X, and F as any real linear space of Borel 
measurable functions on X, such that 10 E F; hence, 10 E F+, by (2.3). 
Moreover, we shall usually assume that 
(4.1) /EF=-Ifl<g for some gEFnI+. 
Here, 1+ will denote the collection of all functions t;;. 0 on X which are 
lower semi-continuous. 
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Definition. By SF we shall denote the collection of all I E F having 
the following two properties. 
(i) The function I(x) is upper-sernicontin'Uo'Us throughout X. 
(ii) There exists a function g E F, g:>O, which dominates I in the 
following sense. Namely, for each number 8>0, there exists a compact 
set Ks C X such that 
(4.2) I(x) < 8g(X) for each x rf= Ks. 
We shall describe property (ii) also as: I is dorninated above at infinity 
by a function g E F, g:> 0. On taking g = ° we see that SF contains each 
upper semi-continuous function in F of compact support, (each upper semi-
continuous function if X is compact), and further each IE F such that 
- I E I +. Also note that SF is a convex cone in F depending only on the 
structure of F and not on any convex cone F+ in F. In special cases, 
classes analogous to SF were also introduced by AHIEZER and KREIN [2] 
p. 136, p. 142. 
Condition B. We say that the convex cone F+ in F satisfies 
Condition B if it is generated by certain members of SF together with 
all functions g:>O in F. In other words, if IE F then IE F+ if and only 
if there exists an /1 E F+ satisfying both /1 <I and /1 E SF. If I:> ° one 
can take /1=0; consequently, Condition B implies (2.3). 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that F satisfies (4.1) and further that 10 E SF. 
Assume moreover that the convex cone F+ in F satisfies both Conditions A 
and B and further -10 rf= F+. 
Then vI(+ is non-empty. More precisely, there exists a regular probability 
measure ft on X satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). 
Proof. Let FI denote the real linear space consisting of all Borel 
measurable functions I on X such that 
III <g for some g E F, g:> 0, 
(thus, g E F+). Let further F I + consist of all functions 
(4.3) /1+= I++g for some 1+ E F+, some g E FI, g:> 0. 
We claim that all the conditions originally assumed for the pair F, F+ 
also hold for the pair F I, FI+. 
By (4.1) and the definition of F I , we have Fe F I , and also that (4.1) 
holds with F replaced by Fl. Further Fe FI implies SF C SF! thus 
10 ESF!. 
By (4.3) with g= 0, we have F+ C FI+. Further, by (4.3), F I+ is generated 
by F+ together with all g:> ° in F I , hence, (using Condition B for F+), 
by certain members I E SF C SF! together with all g:> ° in Fl. This proves 
that the pair FI, FI + satisfies Condition B. 
As to Condition A, let f E FI be given. Then III <g for some g E F+, 
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in particular, g-I>O. By Condition A for F+, there exists a number f3 
such that f3/o-g E F+, hence, 
f310-1= (f3lo-g) + (g-f) E F l +, 
proving that F l + satisfies Condition A. Finally, note that (4.3) and fr+ E F 
together imply g E F, thus, g E F+, thus, fr+ E F+. But -10 E F and 
-/or/=F+, hence, -/or/=Fl+. 
All conditions have now been verified. By the definition of F l , if I is 
a Borel measurable function on X and III <g for some g E Fl then I E F l ; 
(after all, g= Igl <h for some hE F). 
Since Fe Fl and F+ C F l +, it suffices to prove Theorem 4.1 with the 
pair F, F+ replaced by the pair F l , Fl+. Therefore, (making this re-
placement and dropping indices), we may assume that the collection F 
is rather large in the sense that, for each Borel measurable function I 
on X, 
(4.4) IE F if and only if III <g for some g E F, 
compare (4.1). It follows from (4.4) and 10 E F (fo(x) 1) that each 
bounded Borel measurable function I on X belongs to F. In particular, 
(4.5) Oo(X) C F, 
where Oo(X) denotes the collection of all real-valued and continuous 
functions on X having a compact support. 
Further, since F+ satisfies (3.1) and Condition A, it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that JV+ is non-empty. Let v E JV+ be fixed; it is a linear 
functional v(/) on F satisfying (3.2). In particular, if IE F and I> 0 then 
IE F+, hence, v(/»O. Using (4.5), it follows from the Riesz representation 
theorem, [16J p. 247, that there exists a unique regular nonnegative 
(a-additive) measure fl on !F, such that 
(4.6) fl(f) = v(f) for each I E Oo(X); 
here, fl(f) will denote the integral 
fl(f) = S I(x) fl(dx). 
x 
It remains to prove (2.1), (2.2) and fl(fo) = 1. Here, (since each IE F 
is Borel measurable), (2.1) would be an immediate consequence of (4.1) 
and 
(4.7) O<fl(g)<v(g) for each g E 1+ n F, 
(v(g)<oo). In proving (4.7), consider a function g E 1+. Then 
fl(g) = sup {fl(h): h EOo(X), O<h<g}, 
see [8J p. 104. If moreover g E F then, for each such h, we have fl(h) = 
=v(h)<v(g), by (4.6) and g-h E F, g-h>O; this proves (4.7). 
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Next, we assert that 
(4.8) fl(fo) = I, that is, fl(fo) =v(fo). 
By 10 ESF there exists agE F, g:>O, such that, for each e>O, one has 
I <eg(x) for each x E X outside some compact set K •. Further, there exist 
CP. E Co(X), (thus v(cp.) = fl(CP.», such that ° < CP. < 10 and CP.(x) = I for 
x EK •. Putting '/f.=/o-cp., we have '/f.<eg (for all x), hence, v ('/f.) <ev(g). 
Finally, 
fl(fo):> fl(CP.) = v(cp.) = v(fo - '/f.):> v(fo) - ev(g), 
for each e>O, showing that fl(fo):>v(fo). In view of (4.7), this yields (4.8). 
We shall now generalize (4.7) to 
Equivalently, 
(4.9) 
If, moreover, IE F+ it would follow that fl(f):>v(f):>O, by (3.2); conse-
quently, (4.9) together with Condition B will imply (2.2). 
Thus, let IE F be fixed such that I ESF. Let g and K. be as in (4.2), 
and let CP. and '/f. be as above. By (4.2), we have eg-'/f.1 E F+, thus, 
v('/f./) < ev(g). Further, h = cp.1 is upper semi-continuous and of compact 
support, hence, (the set {x: h(x) < {J} being open for each constant {J), it 
is bounded above, cp.I<{Jlo, say. Applying (4.7) with g={Jlo-cp.1 and 
using (4.8), one obtains v(cp./) < fl(CP./) , hence, 
v(f) <fl(CP./) + ev(g) = fl(f) - fl(1p,f) + ev(g). 
Here, the last two terms, in particular, 
Ifl('/f.f) I < fill dfl, 
x¢K, 
can be made arbitrarily small, namely, by taking e> ° sufficiently small 
and taking K, as a sufficiently large compact set. This yields (4.9) and 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall take v1t+ as the collection 
of all regular probability measures on X satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). We 
shall be interested in the quantities flmin(f) and flmax(f) defined by (2.6); 
by (2.11), it suffices to consider flmax(f). By Lemma 1.1, we have for each 
measurable function I on X that 
(4.10) flmax(f) < q(f). 
Here, q(f) is defined as in (2.8). 
Note that q(f) is monotone in I, that is, q(/1) < q(/2) if /2 - II :> 1+ for 
some 1+ E F+. Moreover, if F+ satisfies Condition A then q(f) is finite and 
satisfies (3.4) throughout the linear manifold L = F+ - F+. Under the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.1, one even has that L=F; for, write IE F 
as I=g-(g-f) with g as in (4.1). 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
(I) If I ESp (hence, I is upper semi-continuous) there exists a (regular) 
fl Ej(+ such that fl(f)=q(f). In particular, 
(4.11) flmax(f) = q(f) whenever I ESp. 
(II) Let I E F and suppose that I is dominated at infinity by some h E F, 
h> 0, (as would be the case when IE Sp). Then 
( 4.12) flmax(f) = Q(f), 
where Q(f) is defined by 
(4.13) Q(f) = sup {q(g): g<.l, g is u.s.c.}, 
(g is upper semi-continuous); g need not be in F. Note that Q(f)<.q(f). 
Proof. Let I ESp be fixed and put q(f)=y. We must prove that there 
exists a fl E j{+ with fl(f»y; for, afterwards, (4.10) implies fl(f)=y. 
Let F * + denote the convex cone generated by F+ and the single element 
g = I - y/o. It suffices to verify that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 originally 
imposed on F+ also hold for F * +. Here, Condition A holds by g E F = 
=F+-F+, and Condition B by g ESp. As to -/01= F*+, suppose that, 
on the contrary, -/o=I++~g with I+EF+ and ~>O. By -/o1=F+, we 
have ~ > o. By g = 1- y/o this gives 
1= (y -l) 10 -l 1+, 
which would imply that q(f) < y. 
In proving (II), let I E F have the property that there exists an h E F, 
h>O, such that, for each number s>O, 
(4.14) I(x) <. sh(x) if x 1= K •. 
Here, K. denotes a compact subset of X depending on s. 
Applying the transformation used at the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, one arrives at a situation where (4.4) holds. It is easily 
seen that this transformation does not change j{+ or the function q(g), 
hence, it also leaves flmax(f) and Q(f) unchanged. Hence, without loss of 
generality, we may assume that (4.4) holds. 
By (4.1), there exists a go E F which is upper semi-continuous and 
satisfies go<l. Further, q(.) is monotone and finite at go E F and at I E F, 
thus, Q(f) is finite by the definition (4.13) of Q(f). Let ci> 0 be a given 
number and choose g as an upper semi-continuous function g<1 such 
that q(g) > Q(f) -~. Replacing g by max(g, go), we may assume that 
go<g<l. It follows from (4.4) that g E F. By (4.14), g<.l<sh outside K .. 
hence, gESp. By (I), there exists a flEj{+ for which fl(g)=q(g) and, 
hence, fl(f) > fl(g) = q(g) > Q(f) -~. 
This proves that flmax(f) > Q(f). 
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Conversely, let # E Jt+. Then 
#(f)=sup {#(g): g<l, g is u.s.c.}, 
see [8] p. 173. For each such g one has #(g)<q(g)<Q(f), by (4.10) and 
(4.13), hence, #(f)<Q(f), hence, #max(f) <Q(f). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.2 is useful in handling the following situation, (which is 
analogous to the one considered in Theorem 3.2). Let X, F, F+ and Jt+ 
be as in the beginning of this section, in particular, we assume (2.3), 
(which would be a consequence of Condition B). Next, let 
{Ii, i E Do} and {hj, j E 1} 
be given subsets of F such that ° E Do and lo(x) = 1. Let further 
{ei, i E Do} and {1Jj, j E 1} 
be given real-valued functions on the index sets Do and I, respectively, 
such that eo = 1. 
By JI* + we shall denote the collection of all (regular) measures # E Jt+ 
which satisfy 
( 4.15) 
for all i E Do and all j E 1. Clearly, for Jt * + to be non-empty it is necessary 
that (3.5) implies (3.6). This necessary condition is equivalent to the 
condition that q*(O) = 0. Here, if 1 is any real-valued function on X we 
shall define 
(4.16) q*(f)=inf { ~ (Xiei+ ~ ~j')7j}· 
ieDo ieI 
Here, the (Xi and ~j will denote real numbers, all but finitely many equal 
to 0, which are arbitrary except for the restriction that ~{;> 0, for all 
j E I, and that 
( 4.17) ~ (Xili+ ~ ~jh{;>I+I+, 
iEDo iEI 
for some 1+ E F+, (depending on the (Xi and ~j). Clearly, q*(h);>q*(f2) as 
soon as /1;> 12. Given /, one has 
q*(f)< +00 
if and only if (4.17) holds for at least one choice of the (Xi (i EDo), ~j;>O 
(j E I) and 1+ E F+. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that F satisfies (4.1), and further that the 
convex cone F+ satisfies Condition Band -/01= F+. 
Moreover, let the /i (i E Do, 10 = 1) and hj (j E I) be such that 
(4.18) 
(all i E Do, all j E I; in particular, the Ii are continuous and the hj lower 
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semi-continuous; also 10 E SF). Finally, suppose that 
(4.19) q*(f)<oo for all IE F. 
(I) The condition q*(O)=O is not only necessary but also sufficient for 
Jt'* + to be non-empty. 
(II) Suppose that Jt'* + is non-empty. Then 
sup {fl(f): fl E Jt'* +}=Q*(f), 
for each I E F which is dominated above at infinity by some h E F, h> O. 
Here, 
Q*(f)=sup {q*(g): g<l, g is u.s.c.}, 
thus, Q*(f)<q*(f). 
(III) Suppose that Jt'* + is non-empty and let I E SF. Then I itself is 
upper semi-continuous, hence, Q*(f)=q*(f). Moreover, in this case, there 
exists a fl EJt'*+ such that fl(f)=q*(f). 
Proof. Suppose that q*(O) = O. We only need to apply the Theorem 4.1 
and 4.2 with F+ replaced by the convex cone F * + generated by F+ 
together with all the elements ± (edo- Ii) and ('f)j/o-hj), i E Do and j E I. 
By (4.18), the added elements are all in SF, thus, F* + satisfies Condition B. 
Condition A for F* + is equivalent to the assumption (4.19), compare 
the remark following (4.17). Finally, -/of/=F*+ follows, as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.2, from the condition q*(O) = 0, compare the remark 
following (4.15). 
We now conclude from Theorem 4.1 that Jt'+ is non-empty even when 
F+ is replaced by F* +, more precisely, that Jt'* + is non-empty. In view 
of Theorem 4.2, it remains to verify that the quantity q*(f) as defined 
by (4.16) coincides with the quantity q(f), as defined by (2.8) but with 
F+ replaced by F * +. That is, we must show that q*(f) is equal to 
(4.20) inf {p: /<P/o-g for some g E F* +}. 
Here, g E F * + means that g is of the form 
g= .2 lXi(edo- Ii) + .2 ~j(r)jlo-hj) + 1+, 
i£Do i£I 
where ~j> 0, 1+ E F+, (all but finitely many lXi and ~j equal to 0). By 
eo = 1, the value of lXo does not influence g. Choosing 1X0 such that 
.2 lXiei+ L ~j'f)j=p, 
i£Do i €I 
one sees that (4.20) reduces precisely to the quantity q*(f) in (4.16). 
In many applications, it would be sufficient to apply the following 
result. Here, the Ii (i E Do, 10 - 1) and hj (j E I) denote given real-valued 
functions on X. 
Theorem 4.4. Assume that the functions Ii are continuous and 
further that the functions h j are nonnegative and lower semi-continuous. 
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Suppose moreover that to each fixed fk (k E Do, in particular to fo) there 
corresponds a function g of the form 
(4.21) g= I lXi/i+ I ~jhj, with ~j> 0 for j E I, 
iEDO iEI 
such that g(x) > 0 for all x EX, while 
(4.22) lim /k(x)jg(x) = 0 
in an obvious sense. 
Take F as the collection of all Borel measurable functions on X such 
that III <g for some g of the type (4.21). Finally, take F+ as the standard 
cone F+={f E F: f>O}. 
Assertion: under these conditions all the assertions (I), (II) and 
(III) of Theorem 4.3 are valid. 
Proof. One has Ihjl =hj, thus, hj E F. Further, /k E F by (4.22) and 
the fact that the continuous function /k is bounded on each compact set. 
It suffices to verify the conditions of Theorem 4.3. The conditions (4.1) 
and (4.19) (compare (4.17)) are immediate consequences of the definition 
of F. Moreover, the standard cone F+ obviously satisfies Condition Band 
-fo 1= F+. Finally, condition (4.18) follows from the restrictions which 
were imposed on the fi and hj. 
(To be continued) 
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